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Abstract
This paper proposes a Trajectory-Based Data Forwarding
(TBD) scheme, tailored for the data forwarding in lighttraffic vehicular ad-hoc networks. State-of-the-art schemes
have demonstrated the effectiveness of their data forwarding
strategies by exploiting known vehicular traffic statistics (e.g.,
densities and speeds) in these vehicular networks. These
results are encouraging, however, further improvements can be
made by taking advantage of the growing popularity of GPSbased navigation systems. This paper presents the first attempt
to investigate how to effectively utilize vehicles’ trajectory
information in a privacy-preserving manner. In our design, the
trajectory information is combined with the traffic statistics to
improve the performance of data forwarding in road networks.
Through theoretical analysis and extensive simulation, it is
shown that our design outperforms the existing scheme.

1. Introduction
With the standardization of Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) by IEEE [1], Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks
(VANETs) have recently reemerged as one of promising
research areas for safety and connectivity in road networks.
Currently, most research and development fall into one of two
categories: (i) vehicle-to-vehicle (v2v) communications [2]
and (ii) vehicle-to-infrastructure (v2i) communications [3]–
[5]. In the meantime, the GPS technology has been adopted for
navigation purposes at an unprecedented rate. It is expected
that approximately 300 million GPS devices will be shipped
in 2009 alone [6]. It becomes a very timely topic to develop
novel applications by integrating the cutting-edge DSRC and
GPS technologies.
Specifically, this work is motivated by the observed trend
that a large number of vehicles have started to install GPSreceivers for navigation and the drivers are guided by these
GPS-based navigation systems to select better driving paths
in terms of the physically shortest path or the vehicular lowdensity traffic path. Therefore, the nature research question is
how to make the most of this trend to improve the performance
of vehicular ad hoc networks.
Let’s consider the scenario where Internet access points
are sparsely deployed along the roadways for the road-side
reports, such as the time-critical reports of driving accident or

driving hazard. The Internet access points have limited communication coverage, so the vehicles cannot directly transmit
their packets to the Internet access points. To support such a
scenario, the carry-and-forward techniques are proposed for
use by several opportunistic forwarding schemes [3], [7]. In
these schemes, vehicles carry or forward packets progressively
close to an access point by selecting potential shortest path
based on traffic statistics. Without considering individual vehicles’ trajectories, these forwarding schemes can be inefficient,
especially in light-traffic road networks (e.g., rural-area road
networks). This is because that the probability to forward
packets to other vehicles at intersections is low in light-traffic
road networks and it would be the case that vehicles carry
packets towards the wrong direction, introducing excessive
long delays.
This paper, for the first time, proposes a data forwarding
scheme utilizing the vehicles’ trajectory information for lighttraffic road networks. The first challenge is how to use the
trajectory information in a privacy-preserving manner, while
improving the data forwarding performance. To resolve this
challenge, we design a local algorithm to compute expected
data delivery delay (EDD) at individual vehicles to an access
point, using private trajectory information and known traffic
statistics. Only the computed delay is shared with neighboring
vehicles. The vehicle with the shortest EDD is selected as
the next packet carrier for its neighboring vehicles. The other
challenge is how to model an accurate road link delay, a delay
defined as the time taken for a packet to travel through a road
segment using carry-and-forward. To resolve this challenge,
we accurately model road link delay, based on traffic density
information obtained from the GPS-based navigation system.
Our intellectual contributions are as follows:
•

•

An analytical link delay model for packet delivery along
a road segment that is much more accurate than that of
the state-of-the-art solution.
An expected E2E delivery delay computation based on
individual vehicle trajectory for the better decision making on the packet forwarding.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the problem formulation. Section 3 describes our link
delay model. Section 4 explains the design of the trajectorybased forwarding including the computation of the end-to-end
delivery delay. Section 5 evaluates our design. We summarize
related work in Section 6 and conclude this paper in Section 7.

It should be noted that in the VANET scenarios, the carry
delay is several orders-of-magnitude longer than the communication delay. For example, a vehicle takes 90 seconds
to travel along a road segment of 1 mile with a speed of
40 MPH, however, it takes only ten of milliseconds 1 to
forward a packet over the same road segment, even after
considering the retransmission due to wireless link noise
or packet collision. Therefore, since the carry delay is the
dominating part of the total delivery delay, in the rest of the
paper we focus on the carry delay for the sake of clarity,
although the small communication delay does exist in our
design. In the next sections, we will explain our Link delay
modeling and Trajectory-based data forwarding.

3. The Link Delay Model
This section analyzes the link delay for one road segment
with one-way vehicular traffic given the vehicle inter-arrival
time, the vehicle speed and the communication range. We
1. Note that the data rate in DSRC [1] is from 6∼27 Mbps and transmission
range can extend to almost 1,000 meters.
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Forwarding Distance ( l f )

Given a road network with an Internet access point, the
research problem is to minimize the end-to-end delivery delay
of packets to the Internet access point. In this paper, we focus
on one-way data delivery which is useful for the time-critical
reports, such as vehicle accidents, road surface monitoring and
driving hazards. We leave two-way delivery as future work. In
this paper, we refer (i) Vehicle trajectory as the moving path
from the vehicle’s starting position to its destination position
in a road network; (ii) Expected Delivery Delay (EDD) as
the expected time taken to deliver a packet generated by a
vehicle to an Internet access point via the VANET; (iii) Carry
delay as a part of the delivery delay introduced while a packet
is carried by a moving vehicle; (iv) Communication delay
as a part of the delivery delay introduced while a packet is
forwarded among vehicles. Our work is based on the following
four assumptions:
• The geographical location information of packet destinations, such as Internet access points (APs), is available to
vehicles. A couple of studies have been done to utilize
the Internet access points available on the road-sides [5].
• Vehicles participating in VANET have a wireless communication device, such as the Dedicated Short Range
Communications (DSRC) device [1]. Nowadays many
vehicle vendors, such as GM and Toyota, are planning to
install DSRC devices at vehicles [8].
• Vehicles are installed with a GPS-based navigation system and digital road maps. Traffic statistics, such as
vehicle arrival rate λ and average vehicle speed v per
road segment, are available via a commercial navigation
service, such as Garmin Traffic [9].
• Vehicles know their trajectory by themselves. However,
vehicles do not release their trajectory to other vehicles
for privacy concerns.
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Figure 2. Forwarding Distance (lf ) for Vehicle Arrivals
leave the link delay for a two-way road segment as future
work. Three terms for the link delay model are defined as
follows:
Definition 1 (Connected Component): Let
Connected
Component be a group of vehicles that can communicate with
each other via either one-hop or multi-hop communication.
Figure 1 shows a connected component consisting of vehicles
n1 ,..., nk .
Definition 2 (Forwarding Distance): Let
Forwarding
Distance (denoted as lf ) be the physical distance a packet
travels via wireless communication within a road segment
starting from the entrance. Figure 1 shows the forwarding
distance lf for the connected component.
Definition 3 (Carry Distance): Let Carry Distance (denoted as lc ) be the physical distance a packet is carried by
a vehicle within a road segment. Figure 1 shows the carry
distance lc of vehicle n1 .
Let v be the vehicle speed. By ignoring the small communication delay, the link delay dij along a road with the length
of l is the corresponding carry delay. We have,
lc
where lc = l − lf .
v
Therefore, the expected link delay E[dij ] is:
dij =

E[dij ] = (l − E[lf ])/v.

(1)

(2)

•

•

At time t0 , vehicle n0 arrives. Since n0 moves at the
constant speed v, the forwarding distance lf increases
linearly at the rate of v. During the time interval [t0 , t0 +
R/v], no other vehicle arrives, forcing n0 to move out of
the communication range of Ii . As a result, lf reduces
to zero after t0 + R/v.
At time t1 , vehicle n1 arrives. Similarly, the forwarding
distance lf increases linearly at the rate of v. In this
case, vehicles n2 ,..., nk arrive at Ii with the inter-arrival
time less than R/v, forming a connected component of
k vehicles.

To formally derive E[lf ], we model the forwarding distance
lf as the sum of the inter-vehicle distance of vehicles within
the component at any time. Figure 2(b) shows the corresponding vehicle arrival times as in Figure 2(a). Let th be the
arrival time of the h-th vehicle. Let Th be the inter-arrival
interval of the h-th vehicle and the (h + 1)-th vehicle. Th
is assumed to be an exponential random variable with arrival
rate λ. This assumption has been shown valid in [10], because
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test can accurately approximate the
statistics of vehicle inter-arrival time based on the empirical
data for a real roadway into an exponential distribution.
As shown in Figure 2(b), when the vehicle nk+1 carrier
arrives at tk+1 with an outgoing packet, the forwarding
distance lf is zero if Tk = tk+1 −tk > R/v, otherwise lf is the
P
communication length of the connected component kh=1 Th v
if Tk = tk+1 − tk < R/v. We note the expected number of
vehicle inter-distances (i.e., vTh ) within a connected component is the ratio between P [vTh ≤ R] and P [vTh > R],
according to detailed derivation in our technical report [11]
for the link delay modeling. Therefore, we obtain E[lf ] for
the road segment (Ii , Ij ) as follows:
E[lf ] =E[vTh |vTh ≤ R] ×

P [vTh ≤ R]
P [vTh > R]

(3)

From (3), we can see that E[lf ] is the multiplication of
(i) the average inter-distance of two adjacent vehicles within
the same component and (ii) the ratio of the probability
that the inter-distance is not greater than the communication
range to the probability that the inter-distance is greater than
the communication range. As the inter-arrival time decreases,
this ratio increases, leading to the longer average forwarding
distance; note that as the inter-arrival time decreases, the
average inter-distance decreases, but the increasing rate of
the ratio is much faster. Therefore, this fits well our intuition
that the shorter inter-arrival time, the shorter inter-distance
for communication, leading to the longer average forwarding
distance.
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Figure 3. Validation and Comparison of Analytical Models
Figure 3 shows the average forwarding distance lf comparison among simulation model and two analytical models
for one-way roadway: (i) Our TBD link model [11] and
(ii) VADD link model proposed by Zhao and Cao [3]. As
shown in Figure 3, our link model gives very accurate average
forwarding distance lf estimates under different inter-arrival
intervals. The reason VADD is not accurate is that VADD
considers the sum of the lengths of all connected vehicles,
while missing the fact that only the connected component
starting from the entrance can actually be used for data
forwarding.

Avg. Link Delay[sec]

In Equation 2, in order to obtain the expected link delay
E[dij ], we need to derive the expected forwarding distance
E[lf ] first. Clearly the forwarding distance lf equals the
communication length of the connected component that is near
the entrance as shown in Figure 1. To illustrate our modeling
approach, we use Figure 2(a) to explain how the forwarding
distance lf change over time under different traffic arrival
patterns.
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Figure 4. Link Delay Comparison for Model Validation
The above modeling process assumes the speed v of vehicles is constant. Clearly it does not hold well in practice,
because for four-lane roadways, the vehicle speed deviation is
6.2 MPH (i.e., 9.98 km/h), according to field study conducted
by Victor Muchuruza [12]. To investigate how robust our
link delay model is, we test the accuracy of our model
under a realistic setting where the vehicle speed follows a
normal distribution of N (40, 7) MPH. Our model is compared
with simulation, which approximates the ground truth, and
VADD [3]. Figure 4 illustrates that as the vehicle speed
deviation is within the realistic bound, the link delay of TBD
is closer to the simulation result than that of VADD.

4. TBD: E2E Delay Model and Protocol
In this section, we explain the design of our trajectorybased forwarding with two steps: We will first explain how to
compute the Expected Delivery Delay (EDD) considering both
vehicular traffic statistics and individual vehicle trajectory in
section 4.1 and then describe how vehicles perform the data
forwarding based on EDD in section 4.2.

4.1. End-to-End Delay Model
In this section, we model the EDD with a stochastic
model [3] for a given road network. We define the road
network graph for the EDD computation as follows:
Definition 4 (Road Network Graph): Let a road network
graph be the directed graph of G = (V, E), where V =
{v1 , v2 , ..., vn } is a set of intersections in the road network
and E = [eij ] is a matrix of edge eij for vertices vi and vj
such that eij 6= eji . Figure 5 shows a road network graph.
Target Road Network
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some probability to one of outgoing edges at intersection j.
This means that when the carrier of this packet arrives at
intersection j, the next carrier on each outgoing edge towards
intersection k will be met with probability Pjk . We will
explain how to compute the probability Pjk later.
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Figure 5. Road Network Graph for Data Forwarding
To estimate end-to-end delay, we cannot use the traditional
shortest path algorithms, such as Dijkstra’s shortest path
algorithm. This is because when the packet carrier arrives at
an intersection, it is not guaranteed that it can meet another
vehicle moving towards the most preferred direction. In this
case, the packet carrier needs to determine whether it can
forward its packet to another vehicle moving towards other
preferred directions or has to carry it with itself to the next
intersection on its trajectory. In order to consider all of the
possible cases in the forwarding at each intersection, we
formulate the data delivery based on this carry-and-forward
as the stochastic model.
4.1.1. Expected Delivery Delay at Intersection. In this section, we explain how to compute the EDD at an intersection,
using a stochastic model. Suppose that a packet at intersection
i is delivered towards intersection j. Let dij be the link
delay for edge eij in Equation 1. We note the expected delay
EDD at an intersection depends on the forwarding direction
(i.e., edge). Therefore, we use Dij denote the EDD at the
intersection i when the edge eij is used as the forwarding
edge. We formulate Dij recursively as follows:
Dij = dij + E[delivery delay at j by forwarding or carry]
X
Pjk Djk
= dij +
k∈N (j)

(4)

where N (j) is the set of neighboring intersections of intersection j. We use this stochastic model to compute the EDD
at intersection i because the packet will be delivered with

7

Figure 6. EDD Computation for Edge e1,2
For example, suppose that as shown in Figure 6, a packet
carried by a vehicle arrives at intersection 1 and is sent
towards intersection 2. The EDD of D1,2 denotes the endto-end delivery delay when the carrier sends its packet to the
AP via the edge e1,2 . First, it will take d1,2 seconds to deliver
a packet to the intersection 2 via e1,2 . Once the packet arrives
at intersection 2, there are three possible cases to deliver the
packet. In other words, the packet can be forwarded to one of
three neighboring intersections (i.e., intersection 1, 3 or 7) of
intersection 2 with some probability. Let D2,1 , D2,3 and D2,7
be the EDDs for three edges e2,1 , e2,3 and e2,7 , respectively.
We can compute D1,2 using the stochastic model in (4) as
follows:
D1,2

=

d1,2 + P2,1 D2,1 + P2,3 D2,3 + P2,7 D2,7 .

Let n be the number of directed edges in the road network
graph G = (V, E), as shown in Figure 5. We have n variables
of Dij for directed edge eij ∈ E(G). Since we have n
variables and n linear equations of (4), we can solve this linear
system using the Gaussian Elimination algorithm.
We start to explain how to compute the probability Pjk in
(4). Pij is defined as the average forwarding probability that
a packet at intersection i will be delivered to a vehicle moving
towards the neighboring intersection j.
Contact Probability: Contact Probability is defined as the
chance that a vehicle can encounter another vehicle at an
intersection. Let R be communication range. Let v be the
mean vehicle speed in the intersection area of intersection
i which is a circle of radius R. Let Ti be the duration
during which a vehicle is able to communicate with the
vehicles around the intersection i. Clearly, Ti is affected by
the vehicle speed, the communication range, the traffic signal
pattern and the queueing delay. In practice, average Ti can
be obtained through empirical measurements. In this study,
we use a simplifying model to calculate Ti by assuming the
nominal communication range is R and a constant speed
is v. Therefore, Ti = 2R/v. We note our design can use
empirical Ti measurements if available. Let CPij be the
contact probability that a packet carrier in the intersection area
of i will meet at least one vehicle moving towards j for during
Ti . Suppose that the vehicle arrival at the directed edge eij is

P ' 2, 7

Poisson process with vehicle arrival rate λij . Thus, CPij is
computed using the Poisson Process probability as follows:
CPij = 1 − e−λij Ti .

7
Moving
Direction-1

(5)

Forwarding Probability: At an intersection, forwarding is
probabilistic in nature, therefore a packet is forwarded with
best-effort. Let’s define the forwarding probability as the
chance that a packet carrier at intersection i can forward
a packet to another vehicle moving towards one of the
neighboring intersections jk for k = 1..m. We note there
is a clear distinction between the contact probability and
forwarding probability, because a packet will not be forwarded
to a contacted vehicle that moves to a wrong direction.
To calculate forwarding probability, we need to sort edges
based on the forward priority. For an intersection i with m
forwarding edges eijk (k = 1...m), we can sort them in nondecreasing order, based on their geographically shortest path
length from intersection i to a packet destination (i.e., AP) via
the edge eijk . This heuristic is based on the observation that
the edge on the geographically shortest path tends to provide
the shortest delivery path; note that the intersection model
of [3] uses the angle between the packet destination and the
edge for the enumeration, but the smallest angle does not
always give the shortest path in the road networks of nongrid topology. Therefore, the forwarding probability Pij′ k for
each edge eijk is computed as follows:
(
for k = 1,
CPij1
′
Pijk = Qk−1
(6)
( s=1 (1 − CPijs ))CPijk for k = 2..m.

Conditional Forwarding Probability: Clearly, a packet
should not be forwarded to the edge that is worse than
the edge the carrier moves toward, therefore, we need
to compute the conditional forwarding probability that a
packet carrier moving on edge eijh can forward its packet
to another vehicle moving on eijk , that is, Pijk |ijh =
P [packet is forwarded to eijk |carrier moves on eijh ].
The
conditional forwarding probability Pijk |ijh is computed as
follows:

′

for k < h,
Pijk P
k−1 ′
(7)
Pijk |ijh = 1 − s=1 Pijs for k = h,


0
for k > h.

Average Forwarding Probability: Finally, we can compute
the average forwarding probability Pijk that a packet arriving
at intersection i will be delivered to the neighboring intersection jk by either forwarding or carry. In order to compute Pijk
for the packet-delivered intersection jk , we need the branch
probability Bijh that a packet carrier arriving at intersection
i will move to intersection jh for jh ∈ N (i). This branch
probability can be obtained from the vehicular traffic statistics
on the edge eijh . Therefore, Pijk is calculated as follows:
X
Bijh Pijk |ijh .
Pijk =
(8)
jh ∈N (i)

For example, as shown in Figure 7, suppose that a packet
carrier is placed at intersection 2 in Figure 5 and moves to
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Figure 7. Average Forwarding Probability P2,3
one of the neighboring intersections with the corresponding
branch probability B2,j for j = {1, 3, 7}; that is, there are
three directions for the packet carrier to take, such as Moving
Direction-1, Moving Direction-2 and Moving Direction-3. We
want to compute the average forwarding probability P2,3 that
the packet carrier will deliver its packet onto edge e2,3 . We
assume that the ascending order of the shortest path length
from intersection 2 towards the AP via the three edges is e2,7 ,
e2,3 and e2,1 . According to this assumption, the contacting
order for packet forwarding is the same (i.e., e2,7 , e2,3 and
e2,1 ) and the forwarding probabilities for these three edges
′
′
′
are P2,7
, P2,3
and P2,1
, respectively. Therefore, the average
forwarding probability P2,3 is computed from (8) as follows:
P2,3

=

B2,1 P2,3|2,1 + B2,3 P2,3|2,3 + B2,7 P2,3|2,7

=

′
′
B2,1 P2,3
+ B2,3 (1 − P2,7
).

′
Note that (a) P2,3|2,1 = P2,3
since the shortest path length
for the carrier’s moving edge e2,1 is longer than that for the
forwarding edge e2,3 , so the carrier tries to forward its packets
′
onto e2,3 ; (b) P2,3|2,3 = 1−P2,7
since the shortest path length
for the edge e2,7 has the shortest among the three edges; (c)
P2,3|2,7 = 0 since the shortest path length for the carrier’s
moving edge e2,7 is shorter than that for the forwarding edge
e2,3 , so the carrier does not try to forward its packets onto
e2,3 .
We note this EDD model computes Dij without considering
the trajectory. For example, if two vehicles node1 and node2
are placed at the same intersection 1 in Figure 5, their EDDs
towards the same packet-delivered edge e1,2 are the same
with each other. Therefore, only with this intersection EDD
model, the individual vehicle’s trajectory does not affect the
computation of EDD, so we cannot determine to choose which
one as the best next carrier. In the next section, we explain how
the vehicle trajectory can be added to the EDD computation.

4.1.2. Expected Delivery Delay based on Trajectory. In this
section, we explain how to compute the expected E2E delivery
delay (EDD) based on the vehicle trajectory. A trajectory is
defined as the moving path from a vehicle’s starting position
to its destination position in a road network;
The main idea of trajectory-based forwarding is to divide
the delivery process recursively into two steps: (i) The packet
carry process at the current vehicle and (ii) the delivery
process after the packet leaves this vehicle. In the case of
light traffic, it is possible that a vehicle could carry a packet
continuously over multiple edges.

Suppose the packet is with the current vehicle. This vehicle
will travel along a trajectory denoted by a sequence of intersections: 1 → 2 → · · · → M . Let Cij be the total time taken
to carry the packet by the vehicle from the intersection i to the
intersection
j ≤ M ). Formally,
P j along the trajectory (1 ≤ i ≤
′
Cij = j−1
k=i lk,k+1 /v. As a reminder, Pmn is the forwarding
probability in (6) that the vehicle at intersection m can forward
its packets to another vehicle moving towards the neighboring
c
intersection n. We denote Pmn
as the carry probability that the
vehicle cannot forward its packet at intersection m, and so has
to carry its Q
packets to the adjacent intersection n. Formally,
′
c
. The expected end-to-end delay D
Pmn
= 1 − k∈N (m) Pmk
at the vehicle is computed as follows:
M
X
(P [a packet is carried from intersection 1 to j]
D=
j=1

× (C1j + E[delivery delay at intersection j]))

j=1

((

j−1
Y

c
Ph,h+1
) × (C1j +

h=1

X

(9)

′
Pjk
Djk ))
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Figure 8. EDD Computation for Vehicle Trajectory
For example, as shown in Figure 8, let the trajectory be
1 → 2 → 3 in the road network in Figure 5. First, the
vehicle at intersection 1 can try to forward the packets to
the neighboring intersections 2 and 6. If it cannot forward
the packets at the intersection 1, it must carry them by the
next intersection 2. When it arrives at intersection 2, it can
try to forward again. If it cannot forward again, it will carry
the packet to the third intersection 3. At the destination,
if the vehicle cannot forward, it discards the packets. With
this scenario, the expected delivery delay D is computed as
follows:
D

Within a connected component, packets are forwarded to
the vehicle with a minimum EDD.
Each individual vehicle updates its EDD with (9), based
on its trajectory from the current position to the destination
position every update period (e.g., one second). This vehicle’s
EDD is broadcasted within the connected component. In this
way, each vehicle can recognize the EDDs of other vehicles.
Besides using this simple broadcast method, we can apply
more advanced group management protocols for ad-hoc networks such as in [13], which handles group update, mergence
and partition in a more efficient manner. We leave this type
of optimization as future work, because in vehicular networks,
communication energy is not a key resource constraint.

k∈N (j)

In (9), P [a packet is carried from intersection 1 to j] =
Qj−1
c
is the carry probability along the
h=1 Ph,h+1
trajectory from intersection 1 to the Pintersection j.
′
E[delivery delay at intersection j]
=
k∈N (j) Pjk Djk
is the EDD after the packet leaves the current vehicle at j.

Start
1
Position

Now we will briefly explain how vehicles can use their
EDDs in the data forwarding to deliver data packets to the
destination in the given road network. Our TBD forwarding
rule is as simple as the following:

c
′
′
′
D2,1
D1,2 + P1,6
D1,6 + P1,2
(C1,2 + P2,1
= P1,2
′
′
c
c
+P2,3 D2,3 + P2,7 D2,7 ) + P1,2 P2,3 (C1,3
′
′
′
+P3,2
D3,2 + P3,4
D3,4 + P3,8
D3,8 ).

So far, we have explained how to compute the EDD
based on the vehicular traffic statistics and individual vehicle
trajectory. In the next section, we will explain how vehicles
can use their EDDs in the packet forwarding process.

5. Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of TBD by
comparing it with a state-of-the-art scheme, VADD (using the
link delay model and the Direction-First-Probe forwarding
protocol proposed in [3]). The evaluation is based on the
following:
• Performance Metric: We use average delivery delay as
performance metric.
• Parameters: We investigate the impact of (i) vehicular
traffic density, (ii) vehicle speed, and (iii) vehicle speed
deviation.
A road network with 36 intersections is used in the simulation and one Internet access point is deployed in the
center of the network. Each vehicle’s movement pattern is
determined by a random waypoint model where the vehicle
moves along the shortest path from a randomly selected source
position to a randomly selected destination position. During
the simulation, following an exponential distribution with a
mean of 5 seconds, packets are dynamically generated from 10
vehicles in the road network. The total number of generated
packets is 50,000 and the simulation is continued until all
of these packets are either delivered or dropped due to TTL
expiration. The system parameters are selected based on a
typical DSRC scenario [1]. Unless otherwise specified, the
default values in Table 1 are used.
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Figure 10. Performance Comparison between TBD and VADD
Table 1. Simulation Configuration
Parameter
Road network
Communication range
Number of vehicles
Time-To-Live

Vehicle speed

Description
The number of intersections is 36. The area
of the road map is 4.2miles×3.7miles.
R = 200 meters (i.e., 656 feet).
The number N of vehicles moving within
the road network. The default of N is 100.
The expiration time of a packet. The default
of T T L is ∞ (i.e., no timeout).
v ∼ N (µv , σv ) where µv = {20, 25, ..., 60}
MPH and σv = {0, 1, ..., 10} MPH. The
default of (µv , σv ) is (40, 5).

5.1. Forwarding Behavior Comparison
We compare the forwarding behaviors of TBD and VADD
with the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the actual
packet delivery delays. From Figure 9, it is very clear that
TBD has smaller packet delivery delay than VADD. For any
given packet deliver delay, TBD always has a larger CDF
value than VADD before they both reach 100% CDF. For
example, TBD reaches 90% CDF with a delivery delay of
about 600 seconds while the value for VADD is about 800
seconds. In other words, on average, the packet delivery delay
for TBD is smaller than that for VADD and we will show this
quantitatively in the following subsections.

5.2. The Impact of Vehicle Number N
The number of vehicles in the road network determines the
vehicular traffic density in a road network. In this subsection,
we intend to study how effectively TBD can forward packets
towards the access point using individual vehicles’ trajectory
information. Through our extensive simulations, we observe
that under low vehicular traffic density, TBD significantly
outperforms VADD in terms of packet delivery delay.
Figure 10(a) shows the packet delivery delay comparison
between TBD and VADD with varying number of vehicles
under low vehicular traffic density. As shown in Figure 10(a),
TBD has smaller packet delivery delay than VADD at all
vehicular densities. The smallest delay reduction is 5% at
N = 10 while the largest delay reduction is 16.3% at N = 30.
This shows that in the extremely sparse road networks, such
as N = 10, the trajectory in TBD has less contribution than
in the cases of not-so-sparse road networks, such as N ≥ 20.

This is because when the number of vehicles is so small,
the probability that vehicles can meet each other is low and
also the probability that the carriers will pass the access point
is low. However, in the sparse road networks, by using both
the trajectory and the vehicular traffic statistics, TBD has an
average of 10.3% delivery delay reduction (from N = 10 to
N = 100) over VADD, which only considers the vehiclular
traffic statistics.
As a result, we found that TBD not only provides significant
better data forwarding quality than VADD in light-traffic road
networks which is targeted in this paper, but also has smaller
packet delivery delay even at high-traffic conditions.

5.3. The Impact of Vehicle Speed µv
In this subsection, we are interested to investigate how
the change of mean vehicle speed affects the delivery delay.
Figure 10(b) shows the delivery delay under different mean
vehicle speeds. As shown in the Figure 10(b), for both TBD
and VADD, the higher vehicle speed leads to the shorter
delivery delay for both TBD and VADD. This is because the
high vehicle speed yields high vehicle arrival rate at each road
segment, leading to the shorter delivery delay. However, at all
vehicle speeds, the TBD still outperforms VADD.

5.4. The Impact of Vehicle Speed Deviation σv
The vehicles moving with a high speed deviation can
construct a longer ad-hoc network component for communications, so the delivery delay in a high speed deviation can be
shorter than that in a low speed deviation. This is because
in such a high speed deviation, fast moving vehicles can
connect two isolated network components with the communication range when they pass the middle of the two isolated
components. On the other hand, in a low speed deviation,
such as zero deviation, if two isolated components are isolated
from the communication, they cannot be merged into a longer
component.
Figure 10(c) illustrates this observation for the delivery
delay in the vehicle speed deviation. The higher vehicle speed
deviation overall tends to lead to the slightly shorter delivery
delay in both TBD and VADD.

6. Related Work
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Data forwarding and data access issues in VANET have
gained a lot of attentions recently [3]–[5], [14]. The data
forwarding in VANET is different from that in the traditional
mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) for the reason of (i)
vehicles are moving on the physically constrained areas (i.e.,
roadways) and (ii) the communication shortest path does not
always match the physical shortest path due to heterogeneous
vehicular traffic conditions on road segments. These unique
characteristics of the road networks open the doors of research
opportunities for the data forwarding in the VANET. Also,
the frequent network partition and mergence due to the high
mobility makes the MANET routing protocols based on endto-end connectivity ineffective in the VANET settings [10].
Thus, in order to deal with this frequent network partition and
mergence, the carry-and-forward approaches are necessary.
Recently, these carry-and-forward data forwarding schemes
have been proposed, investigating the layout of road networks [3], [4], [14]. VADD [3] proposes the data forwarding
using a stochastic model based on vehicular traffic statistics
in order to achieve the lowest delivery delay from mobile
vehicles to a stationary packet destination. On the other
hand, Delay-Bounded Routing [4] proposes data forwarding
schemes to minimize the channel utilization, satisfying the
user-defined delay bound. Our TBD, in contrast, improves
forwarding performance by utilizing the vehicle trajectory
information along with vehicular traffic statistics in order to
compute the accurate expected delivery delay for better forwarding decision making. MDDV [14] proposes a forwarding
scheme in VANET to allow the predefined packet trajectory.
This packet trajectory is the path through which the packet
traverses, which is different from the vehicle trajectory in
TBD. Cabernet [5] proposes one-hop Internet access schemes
using open WiFi access points in vehicular networks.
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7. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a trajectory-based data forwarding
scheme for light-traffic road networks, where the carry delay
is the dominating factor for the end-to-end delivery delay.
We compute the aggregated end-to-end carry delay using the
individual vehicle trajectory along with the vehicular traffic
statistics. Our design allows vehicles to share their trajectory information without exposing their actual trajectory to
neighbor vehicles. This privacy-preserving trajectory sharing
scheme is made possible by exchanging only the expected
delay value using local vehicle trajectory information. We also
propose a link delay model based on the common assumption
of exponential vehicle inter-arrival time. It is shown to be more
accurate than the state-of-the-art solution. With the increasing
popularity of vehicular ad-hoc networking, we believe that
our forwarding scheme opens a first door for exploiting the
potential benefit of the vehicle trajectory for the performance
of VANET networking. As future work, we will explore indepth research on the data forwarding from Internet access
points to moving vehicles for supporting the Internet access.
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